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                                                Elevate Your Cheltenham Festival Experience with Castle Air: Helicopter Flights Redefining Luxury and Convenience

                                                
                                                    As one of the most prestigious events in the British sporting and social calendar, the Cheltenham Festival embodies elegance, excitement, and the thrill of world-class horse racing. Nestled in the heart of the Cotswolds, this […]
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Specialists in rotary aviation services

Providing solutions for rotary engineering, training and charter across the UK and Europe for over 40 years.
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Sales & Leasing

Castle Air provides a comprehensive range of sales and leasing services to assist clients in making informed decisions and selecting the ideal helicopter for their specific flight requirements.
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ENGINEERING

Castle Air’s engineering division offers professional and efficient helicopter maintenance, repair, and overhaul services to ensure safety and reliability, delivered by our experienced team of engineers and technicians.
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HELICOPTER CHARTER

Castle Air’s helicopter charter service provides efficient and bespoke solutions for our clients’ travel needs, offering the flexibility and convenience of private air travel with a range of luxury helicopters to choose from.
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ACADEMY & TRAINING

Castle Air Academy offers expert helicopter pilot training and ground school instruction, enabling aspiring pilots to gain the skills and knowledge required to fly with confidence and safety in a challenging and dynamic environment.
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Additional Support

Castle Air have the breadth and depth of experience to manage and maintain your aircraft to the very highest standards. We have all of the approvals, trained staff and quality management systems in place to deliver this promise to you








In Country Support

Castle Air provides in-country support services for our clients, including logistics, ground handling, and maintenance, ensuring seamless and efficient operations in diverse and challenging environments.


Learn more






Air Ambulance Support

Castle Air’s air ambulance support service provides rapid and reliable medical transport solutions, equipped with state-of-the-art medical equipment and highly trained medical personnel, ensuring the highest standards of patient care and safety.


Learn more






Utility Support

Castle Air provides efficient and cost-effective utility support solutions, including aerial survey, cargo lifting, and external load operations, delivered by our experienced pilots and supported by our state-of-the-art fleet of helicopters.


Learn more






VIP Management Support

Castle Air’s VIP management support service offers professional and personalized management of clients’ aircraft, delivering a range of services including maintenance, crew management, and operations support to ensure the highest standards of safety, reliability, and efficiency.


Learn more






Super Yacht Heli Support

Castle Air’s super yacht helicopter support service provides bespoke and efficient helicopter solutions for luxury yachts, offering rapid and seamless transfers and support for leisure and exploration, delivered by our experienced pilots and supported by our modern fleet of helicopters.


Learn more





OUR TEAM


We’re a dynamic group of individuals who are passionate about what we do.
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Richard Snow
Accountable Manager
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Bruce Humphries
Head of Engineering
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Ross Bunyard
Managing Director
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Sue Floyd
Finance Director
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Duncan Colgate
Commercial Manager
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Elevate Your Cheltenham Festival Experience with Castle Air: Helicopter Flights Redefining Luxury and Convenience

As one of the most prestigious events in the British [...]
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Castle Air Purchase Third AW139

We are excited to share our latest milestone: the purchase [...]
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Will’s Vision For Gloucester Maintenance

We are delighted to present the vision of Castle Air's [...]
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Welcome to the team.

1.What are the key responsibilities faced by a maintenance planner [...]
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SUBSCRIBE TO MAILING LIST
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ABOUT
CHARTER
ENGINEERING
SALES
ACADEMY
Media
CONTACT




  
  London

Diamond House, Hangar 525, Churchill Way,
Biggin Hill Airport, Kent, TN16 3BN

+44(0)1959 788 099

info@castleair.co.uk

  


Castle Air Academy

Hangar SE7, Gloucestershire Airport,
Cheltenham GL51 6SR

+44 (0)1452 716 860

training@castleairacademy.co.uk

  


  South West

Trebrown, Liskeard,
Cornwall, PL14 3PX

+44(0)1503 240 543

info@castleair.co.uk
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